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ABSTRACT 

Integration of extensive aerosol data collected during the past decade around the Pacific 

Basin provides a preliminary assessment of aerosol microphysics for this region and cycling of 

aerosol in the troposphere.. These include aircraft based data collected as part of numerous field 

experiments supported by NASA, NSF and NOAA (GLOBE, ACE1, PEM-Tropics A&B). 

Although these experiments had diverse goals, most included extensive data on aerosol size 

distributions, optical properties (light scattering and light absorption) and chemistry.  Vertical 

profiles of aerosol concentration, size distribution and light-scattering were used to characterize 

vertical structure from 70S to 70N.  The in-situ data is placed in the context of meteorological 

regimes over the Pacific as well as processes associated with particle formation, growth and 

evolution and include dust, pollution, sea-salt, sulfates and clean cloud-processed air.  The 

tropics commonly have low aerosol mass but very high number concentrations in the upper free 

troposphere (FT) that appear to form from sulfuric acid (nucleation) in convective regions and 

near cloud edges.  These age and subside to become effective CCN when mixed into the marine 

boundary layer.  Fewer number but larger aerosol are more evident in the mid-latitude FT. These 

can often be internally mixed and with a non-volatile core indicative of black carbon  with 

volatile components (sulfate, organics etc.). In the North Pacific springtime a combustion 

derived aerosol is frequently found associated with the same meteorology that transports “dust 

events”.  Both constituents may dominate the scattering and absorption properties of the aerosol 

even though the increase in large dust particles in such events generally dominate the mass. The 

FT in the subtropics tends to exhibit frequent and marked transitions and mixing between these 

clean and continental aerosol types.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Assessment of global aerosol fields and their variability in space and time will 

unquestionably require effective interpretation of remotely sensed data from satellites.  However, 

the variations in aerosol and other parameters that influence satellite derived radiance introduce 

significant uncertainty into the inversions needed for the retrieval of aerosol properties. 

Consequently, in-situ measurements of column aerosol properties are required to confirm 

inferred aerosol fields and related radiation fields. The aerosol size distribution needs to be 

known over a range that can adequately describe the mass, surface area and number of aerosol 

that can impact the issues related to both climate and global transport.  The aerosol direct 

radiative effect (Charlson et al., 1992) is most closely linked to aerosol surface area for 

diameters, Dp, between about 0.1um<Dp<10um, since these sizes best describe the interaction of 

aerosol in the scattering of light. The indirect effect (Charlson et al., 1987) of aerosol is more 

closely linked to aerosol number for 0.05<Dp<1µm since these particle sizes typically dominate 

the cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) spectra.  Because most emission source characterizations 

have been made on a basis of aerosol mass it is also essential to have an understanding of the 

relationship of particle mass and composition (eg. sulfate, black carbon, organics , dust, sea-salt) 

to particle surface area and number in order to identify contributions of specific aerosol types to 

either direct or indirect effects.   

Global assessments, satellite interpretation and process studies all require improved 

understanding of vertical profiles of aerosol and links between the marine boundary layer, MBL, 

and FT.  Much of the progress in MBL aerosol characterization came recently through extensive 
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cruises in the eighties and nineties and has been the subject of numerous reviews focusing on 

surface data suggestive of global distributions of number concentration and more recently on 

size-distributions (Hoppel et al., 1990; Clarke, 1993a , Fitzgerald, 1991;Quinn et al, 1995 & 

1996; O’Dowd et al., 1997, Heintzenberg et al, 2000). Surface measurements have revealed a 

general picture of low number concentrations in the central parts of the oceans and increasing 

values towards the downwind coast of the continents but processes that maintain these 

concentrations remain unclear.  

However, it is clear that MBL aerosol and FT aerosol are coupled through mixing and 

entrainment  (Clarke, 1993b; Clarke et al., 1996b;  Covert et al., 1996; Clarke et al.,1997;  

Solazzo et al. 2000; Clarke et al 2001 in press).  Moreover, case studies have revealed natural 

sources of aerosol production aloft ( Clarke et al, 1999a,b) consistent with model results (Raes et 

al., 1995) as well as numerous cases of plumes undergoing long range transport (Clarke et al., 

2001; Browell et al., 2001; Moore et al., 2001; Staudt et al., 2001).   These observations 

undermine the notion of  “a global background aerosol”.  Instead, a dynamic system of 

independent sources and sinks exists that tends to result in aerosol “rivers”, “layers” and 

“regions” in the troposphere with specific microphysical and chemical characteristics.  However, 

as these data suggest, there is evidence for gas phase production processes that result in a 

“natural” aerosol source on global scales upon which continental perturbations are superimposed.    

A global scale aerosol climatology is needed for model testing, satellite validation 

observations and for any quantitative regional or global assessment of aerosol effects on the 

Earth's system (Stowe et al., 1997). Recently launched satellites promise to provide improved 

information on aerosol properties through selection of more and narrower wavelength bands, 
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multiple view angles, higher resolution etc.(MODIS, MISR, CERES – King et al, 1999).  Such 

data has added value if it can be related to processes that govern the source, transformation and 

removal of aerosol in the atmosphere. The development of an observation derived aerosol 

climatology appropriate to column properties and related to satellite assessment of direct or 

indirect forcing requires a combination of surface and aircraft in-situ measurements. This data is 

particularly desirable over remote oceanic regions where satellite measurements (eg. AVHRR) 

have the best opportunity for assessing aerosol fields.  Such data are typically expensive to 

acquire and hard to obtain even for limited validation programs.  

Here we assemble and interpret what is arguably one the most extensive and complete 

data sets available on free troposphere aerosol size and properties throughout the North and 

South Pacific that were collected as part of our previous aircraft campaigns (Fig.  1). These data 

sets are being combined here in order to establish aerosol characteristics and regimes that can be 

used to build a Pacific aerosol climatology of value to addressing direct and indirect forcing. 

Although these data sets were collected for diverse objectives, all include well resolved particle 

size distributions, condensation nuclei (CN) concentrations and most include size resolved 

aerosol composition (thermally determined), aerosol light-scattering (nephelometer), aerosol 

light absorption (PSAP, Particle Soot Absorption Photometer).  These measurements span at 

least 5 meteorological zones of global significance over the North and South Pacific and include 

transects aloft in the free troposphere, boundary layer runs and 270 vertical profiles. 

 Here we examine data that we believe can provide constraints on the range of 

possibilities and guide the interpretation of global scale models.   Even so, the vast horizontal 

and vertical extent of these Pacific regions challenges the ability of aircraft missions to 
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adequately represent all of their features either spatially or temporally.  Hence, we do not attempt 

to provide 3-D statistics for our measurements over some 3-D gridded array since grid averages 

would either not exist or not be robust in most cases .  However, some statistical evaluation of 

the mean latitudinal and vertical data over selected regional ranges has been included to illustrate 

major features.   

 

2. AEROSOL DATA COLLECTION 

2.1  Aircraft Experiments over the Pacific 

Figure 1 shows a map of our aircraft missions over the Pacific during the past decade. 

Vertical profiles and column integrated aerosol data is available for all flight leg endpoints and 

for numerous locations along the flight legs. Aircraft data can provide the critical vertical 

information required for satellite column comparisons and data on aerosol fields aloft in the FT.  

However, flights are generally limited to about 8 hours and seldom for consecutive days or 

similar regions so that continuity and time series are hard to achieve. Even so, the rapid coverage 

of extended regions and numerous vertical profiles provides a substantial survey and  a valuable 

tool for interpreting satellite and model data for a wide variety of aerosol types and regimes. In 

many cases the column averaged size distributions can describe the key aerosol optical properties 

needed to constrain and test satellite retrieval algorithms. Missions flown include the following: 

GLOBE  2 -The GLObal Backscatter Experiment (1990) was designed to characterize the 

spatial, temporal, and spectral variability of atmospheric aerosol lidar backscatter coefficients in 

the Pacific troposphere measured from the NASA DC-8 aircraft. Aerosol physiochemical 

measurements were also made over a broad range of spatial and temporal scales, producing large 
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aerosol data sets that provided empirical links between these properties and aerosol backscatter 

at various lidar wavelengths (Srivastava et al., 1997). 

ACE 1 -The Southern Hemisphere Marine Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE-1, 

1995). Measurements made from the NCAR C-130 aircraft were designed to quantify the 

chemical, physical, and meteorological processes controlling the evolution and properties of the 

atmospheric aerosol relevant to radiative forcing and climate  (Bates et al., 1998).   

PEM-Tropics A (1996) and B (1999)- PEM (Pacific Exploratory Missions) were gas and 

aerosol experiments that focused upon key factors controlling the chemistry of the atmosphere, 

its oxidizing capacity and the nature of gas to particle conversion in the remote free troposphere 

(Hoell et al., 1999; Fuelberg et al, 2001).   

 

2.2 Aircraft Aerosol Instrumentation 

Aircraft measurements include aerosol size distributions, optical properties (light scattering 

and light absorption) and chemistry. The aerosol measurement systems were able to characterize 

aerosol concentrations and properties over all size ranges of primary interest to processes in 

atmospheric chemistry and aerosol physics (i.e. 0.003 to 20 µm). These included features ranging 

from aerosol nucleation, evolution of the size distribution, transport processes and aerosol 

radiative effects.  Thermal analysis (volatility) of size distributions allowed inference of aerosol 

physico-chemistry and can distinguish aerosol with continental vs. "clean" characteristics 

(Clarke, 1991; Jenning’s et al., 1990 ).  A summary of typical instrumentation follows. 

A size-resolved thermo-optic aerosol discriminator :    In order to characterize the aerosol 

size distribution from 0.12 up to 7.0 µm, often where most aerosol mass, surface area and optical 
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effects are dominant, we have used a modified commercial Laser Optical Particle Counter (OPC) 

system to provide 256 size channels of data.  A computer controlled thermal conditioning system 

is used upstream of the OPC (airstream is dilution dried) to characterize aerosol components 

volatile at temperatures associated with sulfuric acid and organics (150C), ammonium 

sulfate/bisulfate (300C) and refractory aerosol at 300C (sea salt, dust and black carbon, flyash – 

Clarke, 1991).  Volatility observations can be combined with bulk aerosol chemistry to generate 

size-resolved information of the composition, state of mixing and refractive indices.  

Condensation Nuclei - heated and unheated and Ultrafine Condensation Nuclei (UCN): 

Two butanol based condensation nuclei (CN) counter (TSI 3010 or 3760) have been 

modified for aircraft use and count all particles between nominally 0.012±2-3.0 um. In this 

fashion we obtain total CN, refractory CN (those remaining at 300C after sulfate is removed) and 

volatile CN (by difference) as a continuous readout. The ratio of refractory CN (RCN) to total 

CN defines the RefRatio as an indicator of air mass variability since it is not directly dependent 

on aerosol concentration (Clarke, 1993). We have observed that polluted and continental aerosol 

often have ratios near about 0.8 whereas more pristine regions tend to be far more volatile with 

low ratios often approaching zero (Clarke et al., 1996). Variability in the refractory component 

also appears to reflect sources of continental combustion (soot- black carbon, flyash some 

organics) or dust aerosol whereas in "clean" marine regions this fraction is generally lower 

(Clarke et al., 1996).  The “Ultrafine CN” (UCN) counter (TSI 3025) was used to count all 

particles between 0.003-3.0 um.  We also provide the differential measurement between CN and 

UCN instruments - (UCN-CN) for particle sizes in the 3-12±2nm size range.  Note that 

instrumentation evolved during our measurements over the past decade and CN counters (also 
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sensitive to instrument temperature) effectively operated with lower detection limits that ranged 

from 0.01 to 0.15 depending upon instrument type and conditions.  Rather than attempt to stratify 

the instrumentation and conditions we have elected to specify a nominal 50% size cut at 

12nm±2nm for this paper.  This and other minor instrumentation differences will not 

significantly alter the character or interpretation of the data presented here.  

Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) with thermal conditioning:  A modified 

differential mobility analyzer (DMA) with thermal analysis (see discussion for OPC above) that 

provided size information (mass, surface area, number distributions) over the 0.01 to 0.25µm 

size range (Clarke et al., 1998) for sampling times of about 1-3 minutes.  This size range reveals 

much of the dynamic evolution of the aerosol in response to coagulation, growth and cloud 

processing.  Two DMA’s in Tandem (TDMA) were also often employed to select a size and the 

volatilize it to determine the size of any refractory component and determine the state of mixing 

of the aerosol. 

Nephelometer :   A 3 wavelength nephelometer (TSI  3560) with a 1µm impactor cycled 

in and out of the inlet stream provided both total and sub-micrometer scattering values and 

coarse dust scattering by difference (dust, sea-salt).   

Absorption Photometer (PSAP-Radiance Research; detection <  1x10-7m-1 for 5 min. avg 

) A continuous light absorption photometer was used to quantify the light absorption coefficient 

of the aerosol related generally to fine particle pollution black carbon concentrations but also 

associated with coarse particle dust.  Data presented here reflects one or more sample leg 

averages of 20min or more. 
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Other Instrumentation: PEMT-B included both Ultrafine CN (UCN) sizing and sulfuric 

acid gas measurements.  The UCN counter that provided resolution of the smallest detectable 

particles in the 3-4nm size range was possible by custom pulse height analysis of a TSI 3025 

UCN counter (Weber et al., 2000).  Sulfuric acid gas was also measured using mass spectroscopy 

(Eisele et al., 1993) 

 

3. AEROSOL SURVEY DATA 

3.1 GLOBE2 

The  NASA GLOBE (GLObal Backscatter Experiment, 1989, 1990) experiment  aboard the 

DC-8 (Fig. 2) revealed large scale features of the Pacific FT aerosol.  Size distribution data from 

the OPC/TOAD instrumentation was used to calculate aerosol optical properties for direct inter-

comparison with the lidar backscatter signal (Srivastava et al., 1997; Cutten et al., 1998) while 

the Condensation Nuclei (CN) and Ultrafine Condensation Nuclei (UCN) counters were used to 

identify air mass characteristics that could reveal both regions of particle production and the 

relationship of aerosol properties to various meteorological conditions [Clarke, 1993a].  

One example of the kind of data obtained is the GLOBE flight from Darwin to Tokyo in 

the western Pacific that exhibited the range of aerosol variability and scales suggestive of zonal 

features. The downward looking lidar imagery for part of this flight between the Equator and 

23N (Fig. 2a) reveals two intense dust plumes (one at 4km-orange; another at 5km-green) near 

20N  that extend further north over Japan for more than 1000km of latitude (lower level clouds 

are black).  These originated over the Gobi desert and are moving westward and out over the 

Pacific.  On this flight (and others in the northern hemisphere) coarse dust particles aloft were 
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generally found in very dry (<10% RH) air.  In this case, variations in the size distribution (not 

shown) revealed the coarse dust aerosol mass present aloft changed to more sub-micrometer 

fine-mode pollution aerosol mass nearer the surface (<2km alt.) during the vertical descent 

profile over Japan.   

Particle characteristics of this northern dust plume can be contrasted with clean air 

encountered nearer the equator as seen in the 3-panel time series for the same flight transect (Fig. 

2b,c,d) from 15S to 37N.  Most of the data was from near 8-9km. and the ultrafine CN, volatile 

CN and refractory CN are indicated and identified in the caption. The fine structure in these 

measurements is real and provides a sense of the scales of variability to be found in the FT. Both 

volatile CN  (volatile at 300C) and UCN vary together while refractory CN (those remaining at 

300C) generally vary in an opposite sense reflecting their different origin. The greatest 

concentrations of "new" particles dominating the UCN are over the convective warm pool and 

approach 50,000 per cm3 near the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ).  These nuclei have 

since been shown to originate from gas to particle conversion in cloud outflow (see below).  The 

highest concentration of new particles occurs in regions showing the lowest concentrations of 

surface derived aerosol and which are also regions of lowest aerosol mass (Fig. 2b).  The ratios 

of refractory to total CN and the ratio of UCN (>3nm) to CN (>15nm) (Fig. 2d) clearly show 

these trends as well as abrupt changes in aerosol character that are not evident in the 

concentrations themselves.  

 

3.2 PEMT-B 
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More recent experiments with additional instrumentation have characterized changes in 

the size distribution and other properties linked to both natural and continental emissions even in 

the remote equatorial central Pacific.  Figure 3 is a flight from Tahiti to Hawaii with descents 

near the equator that provide a sense of the aerosol structure present in the remote troposphere.  

This flight also includes transitions between NH and SH air masses as well as examples of 

various aerosol types that contribute to the data in this paper.  The two leftmost panels show the 

color coded number distributions from the DMA (Fig. 3a) that reveal the small particle features 

and the volume distributions (Fig. 3b) from the OPC that reveal the larger particle features also 

as a function of latitude.  Fig. 3c shows a time series of altitude, CN, RCN and RefRatio as 

functions of latitude and Figure 3d shows light scattering, light absoption (black carbon), ozone 

and relative humidity (RH).  The ITCZ is located in the vicinty of 12N at this time.  Two low 

altitude descents are made near 0-5N while the rest of the flight is near 6km.   

 The low altitude legs are typical of aged boundary layer with high RH coarse particle sea 

salt, high scattering but with some enhanced light aborption near the equator compared to 5N 

that also shows up in the relatively high RCN and aerosol volume near 0.2µm.  At high altitude 

in the SH low and stable scattering, low and stable RCN,  low RefRatio, low aerosol volume and 

stable monomodal number distributions are evident with a gradual decrease in the mode diameter 

of the latter as we approach the equator.  As will be discussed later, this 40-50nm number mode 

is typical for clean subsiding air with volatile particles nucleated in the free troposphere. 

Ascending to near the ITCZ near 10S RH is seen to increase, CN increase to 2000 cm-3, 

RCN drop to zero and the DMA number mode moves to small sizes near 20nm before RH 

approaches in-cloud conditions near 12N.  These increases in smal volatile number are related to 
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near cloud nucleation discussed later.  At the seme time some coare mode aerosol are seen to 

increase and ozone increases reflecting transitions to a different air mass.  By 14N RH drops to 

10%, CN drop, the DMA number mode increase to 100 nm and these trends continue into the 

descent where coarse particle dust and pollution (indicated by high absorption and high 

RefRatio) dominate the aerosol.  However, even on the descent near 19N we go through a 1km 

thick layer of  clean air with enhanced small volatile CN before reaching the MBL.   

These features will not be analyzed futher in this paper.  They are shown here mainly to 

provide the reader with some understanding of the complex structure and variability present in 

the remote tropospheric aerosol and to provide an example of interhemisheric differences that are 

often evident.  They also provide an example of the nature of the data sets that constitute the 

foundation of this paper. 

 

3.3 Vertical distributions of aerosol number concentration 

  Experiments that followed the initial GLOBE observations focused on the processes that 

resulted in the natural production of the new particles in the FT.   These confirmed that 

precipitating clouds removed aerosol mass and surface area to provide clean air aloft.  Clouds 

also pumped reactive gases aloft into colder regions with high actinic flux that were more 

favorable for particle nucleation in cloud outflow (Clarke et al., 1998), as evident in 

concentrations aloft above the ITCZ (Fig. 2).  These observations prompted other flights in the 

tropics (PEMT-A&B) where free troposphere particle concentrations were generally found to far 

exceed marine boundary layer concentrations (Clarke et al., 1999a).   
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Figure 4a shows the multi-layer clouds characteristic of the ITCZ deep convection and 

multiple cloud outflow layers encountered during the most recent PEMT-B experiment. This 

experiment focused upon gas and aerosol properties in the tropical regions.  Figure 4 b,c shows a 

superposition of all vertical profiles of UCN measured aboard the NASA P-3 and DC-8 aircraft 

in the Pacific tropics.  Here profiles have been plotted separately for UCN concentrations with 

refractory CN to total CN (RefRatios) below 0.2 being indicative of clean conditions((Fig. 4b) 

and UCN concentrations for RefRatios above 0.2 indicative of continental influence (Fig. 4c).  

High RefRatios are characteristic of surface aerosol sources (dust, black carbon , sea-salt).  

Clearly, particles with high RefRatios often dominate the tropical MBL below 2km due to sea-

salt and at times the long-range transport of pollution during some PEMT flights near South 

America.  Aloft the behavior is very different with most cases showing  RefRatios  less than 0.2 

and exhibiting very high UCN.   Lower UCN concentrations aloft that are associated with high 

RefRatios (Fig. 4c) include some cases with cloud pumping of poorly scavenged boundary layer 

air (sea-salt) or more commonly cases of long range transport of aged continental plumes (Moore 

et al., 2001).  These tropical data clearly demonstrate a high altitude source of new particles that 

can age and subside toward the boundary layer as well as a separate refractory near-surface 

source that can be mixed up into the upper-layers.  

An example from PEMT-B for local conditions resulting in new particle formation is shown 

in Figure 5 for P3-B flights near the edges of three ITCZ clouds (see Fig. 4a) when recent 

nucleation was observed.  The solid line indicates the expected critical concentration of sulfuric 

acid needed for classical binary nucleation and which depends primarily upon ambient 

temperature and relative humidity (Wexler, 1994).  When measured concentrations approach 
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these values then classical binary nucleation would predict nucleation.  Recently formed nuclei 

in the 3-4nm range (Weber et al., 2000) are seen to occur when the measured H2SO4 

(Eisele,1993) approach these critical values within a factor of 2 or so.  In order to be detected, 

particles will have nucleated earlier and grown to this minimum detectable size range over time 

so an exact agreement with critical sulfuric acid concentrations at the time of the particle 

measurements should not be expected.  However, these new nuclei are primarily detected  in 

regions of cloud outflow generally in the presence of  sulfuric acid gas concentrations often 

consistent with binary nucleation (Clarke et al., 1999b). 

 

3.4 Zonal structure of CN in the troposphere  

These elevated concentration of CN and UCN aloft were first observed on GLOBE (Clarke et 

al., 1993a) and more recently discussed in several papers referenced above have focused largely 

on the evidence for nucleation events on specific flights.  Here we assemble all of our CN data 

from all five major aircraft experiments (Fig.1);  for various seasons during a ten-year period in 

order to expose general features and large-scale aerosol processes active over the Pacific (Fig. 6).   

These many thousands of 5 min data points (see below) from altitudes above 3km have been 

averaged here (Fig. 6a) over 2 degree latitude bands and plotted as refractory CN (RCN, 

Dp>12nm @300C), CN (Dp>12nm) and total nuclei measured by the ultrafine counter (UCN, 

Dp>3nm).  Standard deviations (typically about a factor of 3) have been left off for clarity. 

Volatile CN can be estimated from the difference between the CN and RCN data.  This clearly 

shows the enhancement in smaller and more volatile nuclei in the equatorial region where there 

is a deficit of surface derived refractory aerosol.  In Figure 6b the relative contribution of these 
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refractory CN to the total CN (RefRatio) have been also averaged along with one standard 

deviation indicated.  The low RefRatio values near the equator also reveals the dominance of 

new volatile aerosol in this region.  The RefRatio also demonstrates that surface derived 

refractory nuclei are most common in the northern hemisphere and exceed typical values in the 

southern hemisphere by a factor of two.  

Figure 7a,b provides a latitudinal and longitudinal representation of the vertical distribution 

of total UCN aerosol concentrations in the vertical (5min averages) and using a logarithmic color 

coded concentration scale).     The latter is dominated by data in the tropics (Fig. 1) where high 

altitude data density is greatest. At other latitudes this data is limited due to lack of a high 

altitude aircraft but the elevated UCN concentrations are still most common.  The longitudinal 

presentation (Fig. 7b) shows that the high concentrations linked to tropical convective outflow 

(Fig. 5) persist over the entire tropical Pacific.  Both figures show concentrations decreasing 

toward the surface. 

For clarity the data shown in Figure 7  are broken into three panels (Fig. 8a,b,c) that cover 

three concentration ranges.  (0-500, 500-2000, 2,000-10,000 cm-3).  The first range is typical of 

CN present over the remote oceans in the marine boundary layer, MBL, while the upper range is 

most commonly observed near regions of recent nucleation in the vicinity of deep convection (or 

in regions of pollution when the RefRatio is high).  The intermediate range can represent both 

aged CN from new particle production (low RefRatios) and concentrations often present in aged 

pollution plumes (RefRatio approaching 1).  Between 20N and about 20S the upper troposphere 

exhibits highest concentrations of UCN.  These appear to be linked to deep convection over both 

the ITCZ and the SPCZ that enhance production aloft. This points to the significance of deep 
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convection in the global particle budget by providing a means for removing high aerosol mass 

and surface area but replenishing the scavenged air mass with high concentrations of new and 

smaller nuclei.  At higher latitudes in both hemispheres, lower concentrations are more evident. 

Figure 9 provides a sense of latitudinal differences in vertical profiles of UCN averaged over 

1 km altitudes for the latitude bands 20S-20N, 20N-70N and 20S-70S.  All profiles show order 

of magnitude increases of concentrations with height.  Although variability at any altitude is 

clearly significant, UCN aloft are clearly enhanced in the 20S-20N region relative to higher 

latitudes.  Below about 6km the equatorial and northern hemisphere regions are similar but the 

southerly regions is enhanced in UCN by about a factor of two.  However, this data is dominated 

by the ACE-1 data south of Tasmania and may not be representative of the southern latitude 

band as a whole. In spite of fewer high altitude flights in higher latitude regions it appears likely 

that these differences reflect air masses less influenced by nucleation in clean air and also 

decoupled from the tropical latitudes, as might be expected for typical characteristics of the 

Hadley circulation. 

The high concentrations associated with convective regions near the south polar front (ACE-

1) are also well scavenged air masses with very low particle surface area and new particle 

production that appears to be linked to cloud pumping of precursors aloft where low surface area, 

low temperatures and high humidity favor sulfuric acid nucleation as shown in Clarke et al. 

(1998).  This convection is in colder regions that are characterized by frontal activity and vertical 

motions that generally do not rise as high as in the tropics (see Fig. 8).  Unlike the ITCZ clouds, 

during the ACE-1 period the deep convection up to 6km tended to be more isolated clouds 

embedded in larger cloud fields with tops below 4km.  However, as discussed in conjunction 
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with Fig. 5, binary nucleation of sulfuric acid is commonly found to depend upon temperature 

and RH (Wexler et al., 1994; Clarke et al., 1999b).  Assuming sulfuric acid is not limiting and 

since cloud edges always approach 100%RH it appears that when photochemistry is similarly 

active then temperature is the remaining key environmental parameter that can promote 

nucleation.   If we reexamine the profiles for this ACE-1 data and the PEMT A and B tropical 

data (Fig. 5) replotted as a function of temperature (Fig. 10) instead of altitude all profiles reveal 

similar features as a function of environmental temperature.  Under favorable conditions, active 

nucleation appears to increase in all profiles as temperatures drop from about 280K to 220K 

suggesting that temperature may be useful parameter to model the conditions controlling 

nucleation from cloud outflow in diverse regions.  The high concentrations at low altitude  (T 

near 280C) identified as “mixing” in the ACE-1 profiles originate from only two flights when we 

flew in post frontal subsiding air that brought these “new” aerosol down to the surface (Bates et 

al, 1998).  Because lower temperatures and nucleation events are found much closer to the 

inversion in the higher latitudes it can be expected that such events will play a more active role in 

mixing the newly formed particles near 3-6km back down toward the surface (Covert et al., 

1996; Clarke et al., 1998; Bates et al., 1998; Brechtel et al., 1998; Weber et al., 2000) compared 

to the tropical environment.   

 

3.5 Vertical structure of aerosol size distributions and entrainment into the MBL 

The observations above provide insight into the regions of natural aerosol production in the 

Pacific troposphere but they do not characterize the evolution of these aerosol.  In order to 

explore processes linked to the formation, growth, evolution and removal of tropospheric aerosol 
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one can examine associated variations in the aerosol size distributions.  In view of the large 

extent of the tropical Pacific and because PEMT focused on central Pacific tropical region with 

extended aircraft measurements in the free troposphere we will describe this aerosol in some 

detail.   

A picture of the vertical distribution of particle number distributions in this equatorial zone is 

provided by a composite of 6 profiles of DMA data (Fig. 11a) obtained during PEMT-B between 

20N and 20S during March 1999 (P3b Flight numbers 5,6,8,9,15).   These were from different 

days and locations and not all altitudes were equally sampled but a similar number of 

distributions have been used here to describe each altitude range.  A 2-D smoothed 

representation of this data is included for clarity in Figure 11b.  Highest number concentrations 

of smallest particles are present at 7.5 and 8.5km (only two profiles went above 6km) and reveal  

recently formed smaller nuclei with diameters near 0.02µm superimposed on the more aged 

distribution with sizes in the range of 0.05µm.  During the descent below 5km aerosol 

concentrations (at STP) decrease but gradually shift to larger sizes probably due to a combination 

of coagulation, mixing and growth.  Below about 2km the aerosol can encounter low-level 

clouds in the “so-called” Buffer layer (ca. 800m-1,800m) and even more frequently in the 

surface mixed layer (ca. 0-800m).  The monomodal distribution in the FT becomes somewhat 

larger and shifts to a bimodal distribution in the surface mixed layer with a minimum present 

near 0.08-0.09µm. This is consistent with the intermode minimum associated with cloud 

processing of aerosol through non-precipitating clouds (Hoppel et al., 1986,1990) common to 

this tropical region.  This minimum is at the same size as we have observed during equatorial 
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measurements at Christmas Island and which led to the suggestion of a possible monomodal 

aerosol aloft being entrained into the MBL (Clarke et al., 1996b).  

The location of the minimum suggests average MBL cloud supersaturations of about 0.4 

for this regions and vertical velocities near 1m s-1.   In the MBL this process preferentially 

increases the mass of the larger aerosol activated to cloud droplets due to greatly increased 

surface areas and rapid aqueous reaction rates.  Note that the smallest sizes of particles in the 

MBL are slightly larger than those immediately above the MBL, indicating these are entrained 

from above rather than being nucleated and growing independently in the MBL.  This averaged 

tropical profile suggests formation of new particles aloft followed by slow growth during 

subsidence, entrainment, cloud processing and more rapid growth in the MBL (Clarke et al., 

1996b; Raes, 1995). This process is also coupled to the cycle that results in the aged and higher 

concentrations of accumulation mode aerosol evident in the equatorial region (Quinn et al., 

1996). 

 

3.6 Vertical Profiles of Integral Properties in the Tropics 

Number size-distributions such as those shown in Figure 11a can be integrated to obtain 

total number, surface area and volume (or mass).  This has been done for the combined DMA 

and OPC size data (0.01<Dp<5µm) for the measured “dry” aerosol for all PEMT-A (Fall) and 

PEMT-B (Spring) data.  Data has been stratified onto “clean” naturally sourced aerosol vs. 

continentally influenced based upon RefRatios less than or greater than 0.2 respectively.  

Justification for this is evident in the plots of UCN vs. surface area for both PEMT-A and 

PEMT-B shown in Figure 12.  Generally RefRatios less than 0.2 dominate cloud scavenged air 
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with low surface area.  Values greater than 0.6 suggest a clear continental dominance while 

values between 0.2 and 0.6 can be mixtures of the clean and continental cases or near surface 

regions with greater sea-salt contributions.  The greater scatter and higher UCN for higher 

surface areas in PEMT-A compared to PEMT-B reflect the greater frequency of higher altitude 

aged plumes and mixed aerosol on PEMT-A.   In most cases this refractory component increases 

with black carbon (in soot) (Moore et al., 2001) and dust (although total number concentrations 

in dust only events are generally low).  Hence, the high RCN here generally reflect a surface 

derived combustion aerosol.   

This stratification of the data using the RefRatio threshold of 0.2 has also been applied to the 

light scattering data for the PEMT missions to identify clean and continentally influenced air.  

Figure 13 shows panels of scattering values for PEMT-A and PEMT-B for both cases.  The 

lower panel shows the mean values and standard deviations as a function of altitude for both 

experiments and both stratifications.  About an order of magnitude difference in scattering is 

evident between the so-called clean and continentally influenced air masses. These 5 min 

averages include more data points than the DMA-OPC size data but the overall vertical structure 

in clean and continental cases is similar to aerosol volume profiles than surface area (se below).  

Below 4km PEMT-A and PEMT-B scattering are similar for both the clean and the continental 

profiles.  However, above that altitude PEMT B values are larger and appear dominated by two 

flight legs of higher aerosol volumes evident in the scatter plots in Figure 14.  

In Figure 14, integral values of total number, area and volume are shown for all of PEMT-A 

and B for both ranges of RefRatio in the upper (continental) and middle (clean) panels while the 

lower panel reveals the average values and standard deviations of the data for each of these 
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cases.  Only one leg of the standard deviation is shown for clarity.  All concentrations for 

number, surface and volume have been corrected to STP so that changes in concentrations with 

altitude reflect real changes in effective “mixing ratios” allowing different altitudes to be 

compared without regard to pressure considerations. Data from extended horizontal flight legs 

but with variable concentrations are often evident as an organized linear range of data points at a 

fixed altitude present in all plots.   Data shown are for “dry” aerosol sizes measured at about 40% 

instrument RH in the MBL or lower aloft.  Due to water uptake at higher ambient humidity 

typical of the MBL (say 75%) then estimates of “ambient” MBL sizes, surface areas and 

volumes should reflect increases in diameter of about 1.3, surface area of about 1.7 and volume 

of about 2.2 compared to values present in Fig. 9 a,b,c but at higher altitudes where RH values 

are often lower the increases to ambient sizes will be generally much less. 

Starting with the number distributions in Figure 14 we see that total number concentrations 

increase significantly with height for both PEMT A and B, for the “clean” cases with low 

RefRatios.  Above the MBL the “continental” cases show less increase with height and 

concentrations aloft are generally lower than “clean” concentrations at the same altitude.  This 

suggests that the presence of continental aerosol tends to result in reduced concentrations of 

aerosol number aloft.  The relatively fewer cases of low RefRatio data (“clean”) below 2km is 

due in part to the ubiquitous presence of refractory sea-salt near the surface that when mixed 

with the subsiding aerosol raise the combined RefRatio from our “clean” to “continental” 

category.  The overall lower number concentrations near the surface also reflect the more active 

aerosol removal processes in the MBL.   Hence, we will focus here on the FT data above 2km.   
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Surface area plots suggest values in the cleanest air above the MBL lie in the 2-20 µm2cm-3 

range for clean cases and show little variation with height.  The continentally influenced values 

tend to be in the 10 to 100 µ2 cm-3 just above 2km and drop to near clean values at 8km.  The 

average difference between clean and continental aerosol surface area measured over this altitude 

range is about a factor of 4 with greater differences in the PEMT-A cases (more continental 

influence) compared to PEMT-B. 

The volume plots show that average volume in the clean case tends to decrease with height 

up to about 3-4 km, consistent with the trend to smaller sizes evident in Fig. 11, in spite of 

increasing numbers with height.  This suggests that while coagulation may reduce the number of 

these “clean” nuclei during subsidence heterogeneous gas to particle conversion must be also 

adding mass to these particle during the process below about 4km.  It is also possible that cloud 

outflow at lower altitudes may typically yield fewer initial nuclei than would nucleate at the 

colder temperatures present at higher altitudes.  At the same time lower altitude clouds may 

actually detrain more gas phase precursor such that resulting particle sizes and total mass are 

greater.  It is possible that both process may be at work. The few unusually high values for 

surface and volume near 2km are for an Asian dust/pollution outbreak in the northern 

hemisphere encountered near Hawaii on the return PEMT-B flight (Clarke et al., 2001). 

 

3.7 Long Range Transport.  

In the discussion above we have focused upon larger scale features of aerosol in the 

troposphere that reveal the interplay between both natural in-situ aerosol sources and surface 

derived sources.  Continental surface sources, including anthropogenic, have been shown to 
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contribute both to MBL and FT aerosol and express themselves with a high RefRatio and 

elevated scattering and absorption due to the presence of combustion products that include black 

carbon, BC (Clarke, 1989).  There are many examples of continental aerosol detected over 

remote regions (Duce et al., 1991; Anderson, 2000???, Jaffe??).  However, there are few cases 

that illustrate the transport mechanisms associated with these events on global scales and over 

thousands of kilometers.  The introductory data from GLOBE (Fig. 2) and PEMT-B (Fig.3) 

reveal a few aspects of this long range transport for dust and pollution and links to the 

measurements we have discussed here.  Our reference here to continental sources did not 

distinguish between issues like the transport of dust and or pollution or the character of the size 

distributions for these species including mass estimates of volatile and refractory components.  

Hence, our treatment here reduced these properties to integral characteristics that could be used 

to compare to the so called “clean” natural sources in the troposphere.  However, the 

experiments discussed here do have a substantial body of data on aerosol properties directly 

related to long-range transport in both the FT and MBL.  One example includes the FT transport 

of Asian Dust  and pollution to the central Pacific and its entrainment into the MBL (Clarke et 

al., 2001).  Another provides aerosol data demonstrating long range transport over 5,000km in 

the MBL that is consistent with similar inferences from gas phase measurements (Jacob, 2001). 

We are presently developing an assessment of such events ( Moore et al, 2001) and related 

aerosol properties including inferred concentrations of black carbon, sulfate, the 

ammonium/sulfate molar ratio, volatile and refractory aerosol mass, scattering and absorption 

coefficients, potential CCN etc. and their links to sources and gas phase species. The evaluation 
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of these data and their statistical significance will be the subject of a paper that will be Part 2 in 

this Pacific aerosol survey.  

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 The assembly and evaluation of hundreds of flight hours of aerosol measurements over 

the Pacific has provided insight into the processes linked to the transport and evolution of 

aerosol.  A globally significant aerosol source in the FT is associated with particle nucleation 

from cloud outflow and characterized by its volatility.  Aerosol formed near these convective 

elements are eventually returned to the surface generally via compensating large scale 

subsidence during which the concentrations decrease through coagulation.  The relatively narrow 

convective equatorial region is a major source region for these aerosol and these data suggest the 

impact of this process on nuclei in the FT is expressed over latitude scales similar to the Hadley 

circulation.    

The relative contribution of these “natural” aerosol as opposed to continental aerosol to 

FT concentrations was gauged by the ratio of refractory CN to total CN present.  When plotted 

vs. latitude this average ratio indicates a tropical zone dominated by volatile natural CN (>80%), 

a northern hemisphere showing about a 50:50 mix of natural and continental and a southern 

hemisphere natural fraction of about 70% with somewhat higher fractions over the southern 

ocean.  However, large variability could be expected at any location. Largest variability in the 

ratios were evident in the vicinity of 25N and 20S and probably reflecting active transition 

regions separating equatorial and mid-latitude air masses. 
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This upper FT nuclei source was demonstrated to result in a gradient in number 

concentration from aloft toward the surface .  Upon approaching the MBL inversion near 2km 

these “natural” and volatile aerosol with low RefRatio markedly increase their surface area and 

volume.  After mixing into the MBL those particles with sizes above about 0.8µm are activated 

in MBL clouds and continue to add mass heterogeneously more rapidly than unactivated sizes to 

result in a minima near this size.  The small size of these aerosol naturally formed aloft increases 

only slowly during descent to the MBL, where more rapid growth is evident.   About one order 

of magnitude volume added to these aerosol below about 2km (see Fig. 14) suggest that a near 

surface sources in remote oceanic regions (eg. DMS oxidation) probably convert the majority of 

available mass to aerosol heterogeneously in the MBL with significantly less exported aloft by 

convection.  In spite of the large number of particles formed aloft, because of their size, very 

little precursor material is needed for their genesis.  The little change in average integral mass 

evident for these subsiding “clean” aerosol above about 4km suggests that the source strength of 

precursor gases is generally weaker above 4km compared to below.  This may imply convection 

and cloud detrainment below this altitude may be more significant for the mass flux of gaseous 

precursors (eg. DMS) pumped out of the boundary layer by clouds even though production of 

aerosol number is clearly greater further aloft. 

These naturally formed and subsiding aerosol in the tropics can play a ignificant role in 

the cycling of cloud condensation nuclei, CCN, in this region.  For the average particle size 

profile shown for the tropics (Fig. 11) about 1/3 of the number of particles near 2km are larger 

than 0.08µm and therefore immediately effective as CCN for the supersaturations evident (about 

0.4) for the MBL clouds in this region.  This profile is very similar to the single ACE-1 profile in 
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this region from 1995 (Clarke et al.,1998).  The inter-mode minimum is also the same as 

observed at Christmas Island during our ground based entrainment study in 1994 (Clarke et al, 

1996) and the monomodal distributions above the inversion with bimodal below are virtually 

identical to those also measured in the extensive subsidence region near Hawaii (Clarke et al., 

1996).  This close similarity in these key features indicates that this process is representative of 

similar and persistent entrainment over extensive regions in the tropics and subtropics.  Hence, 

the entrainment estimates obtained from the Christmas Island experiment are expected to be 

representative of these extended regions.  A typical entrainment velocity for an inversion height 

near 1,500m was determined to be about 0.6±0.1cm s-1 and suggested a replenishment time for 

MBL aerosol of about 3 ±1 days (Clarke et al., 1996).   

Given the FT size distributions and concentrations measured just above the inversion on 

PEMT-B (eg. Fig. 11) this provides an estimate of the flux of CN and CCN into the MBL in the 

tropics and subtropics.  A typical concentration above the inversion near 2km for the “clean” 

unperturbed case is about 450 cm-3 (Fig 14).  As mentioned above, about one third of these or 

150 cm-3 would be immediately available as CCN in the MBL once entrained.  Hence, assuming 

particles are well mixed after entrainment, about 150 CN cm-3 and 50 CCN cm-3 per day should  

typically be added to the MBL.  The actual number of CCN is probably higher since cloud 

processing will slowly add mass to the swollen but unactivated interstitial aerosol while they are 

in cloud and gradually move them into sizes where they will become activated in following 

cloud cycles.  Of course, some will be lost through coagulation, collision /coalescence and 

removal via precipitation.  Hence, this natural source of particles nucleated in cloud outflow aloft 
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evolve to provide a significant natural source of MBL CCN independent of sea-salt and 

continental sources.   

Although synoptic and environmental conditions driving convection in the tropics and in 

higher latitudes are different the processes linked to aerosol formation appear similar. When 

profiles of elevated nuclei were compared for the tropics and the ACE-1 study in the southern 

hemisphere the altitudes for apparent nucleation were higher in the tropics.  However, when 

expressed as a function of temperature instead of altitude then evidence of production through 

nucleation were very similar.  This suggests modeling new production parameterized by 

temperature may be a suitable approach when precursor species are being lofted by convection.  

Subsidence and mixing into the MBL was also evident in the ACE-1 data but appeared more 

episodic and associated with post frontal subsidence enhanced by the production of new particles 

aloft that were closer to the top of the MBL.  Lifetimes and evolution in this higher latitude MBL 

can be expected to be quite different compared to the tropics due to the rapid (ca. 3 day) 

sequence of frontal passages and more active precipitation common to this regions.  

 Relatively low CN number concentrations (ca. 500 cm-3) are seen to be generally near 

the surface except in the North Pacific free troposphere where continental aerosol often with low 

number and high mass is often present. These features are occasionally evident at other latitudes 

and are associated with other plume advection from the continents (Moore et al., 2001).   These 

continental aerosol are often internally mixed with a refractory (non-volatile) residual indicative 

of combustion (black carbon, flyash and some organics) with volatile surface components 

(sulfate etc.). In the North Pacific spring these combustion-derived aerosol are also often found 

associated with the same meteorology that transports "dust events".  The FT in the subtropics 
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often shows frequent and marked transitions and mixing between these clean and continental 

aerosol types.   

Other aerosol types sourced at the surface such as continental and/or pollution aerosol 

generally exhibit higher values of the RefRatio.  Refractory components in the MBL with values 

near 0.5 can also reflect a mix of sea-salt and naturally sourced aerosol.  These three sources 

(natural, sea-salt, continental) determine the properties of the MBL aerosol RefRatio found at all 

locations. When surface derived aerosol is evident it was shown to generally dominate aerosol 

surface area, volume and light scattering but usually not number.  Plots of number against 

surface area demonstrated that new particle formation aloft is highest for surface areas below 

10µm2cm-3.  In remote regions, surface areas above 40 µm2cm-3 can be dominated by sea-salt 

aerosol in the MBL but usually combustion aerosol aloft.   Intermediate values of the RCN (0.2-

0.6) ratio aloft often indicate contributions from both sources.  Pollution plumes in the tropics 

were generally confined below about 6km.  Major events such as the Asian dust and pollution 

transport mentioned here are about an order of magnitude larger than other more common 

continental plumes evident in the tropical data.   

We note that the use of the RefRatio to stratify clean and continentally influenced air in 

Fig. 14 should not be interpreted as stratification of vertical profiles into clean and continentally 

influenced profiles per se.  In practice, most profiles flown exhibit a layer structure with 

continentally influenced rivers of aerosol often separated by clean regions and vice versa.  

Rather, the profiles in Figure 14 illustrate the relative perturbation of clean aerosol properties 

that have been observed as a result of continental aerosol influence at any altitude.  This may be 

of use to modelers who wish to turn off continental particle sources and look and the roles of gas 
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to particle conversion only in contributing to aerosol number, area, volume or light scattering 

over the Pacific.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 The Pacific free troposphere was shown to have aerosol predominately sourced from 

natural nucleation of aerosol from cloud outflow and from long-range transport of continental 

emissions. The natural source tends to dominate number concentrations aloft over most regions 

but when continental aerosol is present it tends to dominate aerosol surface, mass and light 

scattering.   Nuclei formed in the tropics appear to spread in the FT between about 20S and 35N 

perhaps as a result of the Hadley circulation.  Greater continental contributions to FT aerosol is 

evident in the Northern hemisphere above 35N.  Convective process over the Southern Ocean 

also result in significant production of new aerosol but at lower altitudes due to lower 

temperature making these new nuclei more readily brought in contact with the MBL than in the 

tropics.  Both clean and continental aerosol can subside and be entrained into MBL to alter the 

population of MBL aerosol including available CNN.   

In this paper we have placed greater emphasis on new particle production and evolution 

and its relation to large scale aerosol features in the troposphere.  In a subsequent paper (Part 2) 

we will place greater emphasis on the total size distribution, its physio-chemical properties and 

links to aerosol optical properties including greater emphasis on continental sources. 
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 FIGURES 

Figure 1   Flight tracks over the Pacific for indicated aircraft missions and data used here. These 

include GLOBE2 [May, 1990, 15flights, 37 profiles]; ACE-1 [November, 1995, 33 

flights, 96 profiles]; PEMT-A [September, 1996, 21 flights, 54 profiles] and PEMT-B 

[March, 1999, 19 flights, 35 profiles]. 

 

Figure 2   The GLOBE flight from Darwin to Tokyo in the western Pacific exhibits the range of 

aerosol variability and scales. (a) False color lidar backscatter image for GLOBE2 leg 

from Japan to Hawaii showing dust plumes over Japan spreading out over Pacific. (b) 

Ultrafine concentrations at about 8km as a function of latitude showing lowest 

concentrations where aerosol mass and refractory aerosol mass are largest.  (c) Total CN 

and refractory CN as a function of latitude showing highest aerosol number volatility 

where UCN and CN are highest and lowest volatility in dust/pollution regions. (d) 

Similar detailed structure of aerosol fields vs. latitude as exhibited in refractory to total 

CN ratio and UCN to CN ratio. These characteristics are more variable than 

concentrations alone suggest and show that aerosol types maintain their identity over 

relatively small scales even at 8km. 

 

Figure 3   Latitudinal structure of a) RH, Ozone, light scattering and light absorption; b) altitude, 

RefRatio, CN and RCN.  c) Color coded volume distributions obtained from OPC and d) 

color coded number distributions obtained from DMA. (See text for details). 
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Figure 4   New particles production – (a) Example of multilayer vertical structure in the 

convective ITCZ. (b) Vertical profiles of Ultrafine CN concentrations for cases with 

RefRatio < 0.2 and (c) cases for RefRatio > 0.2  measured from P3b and DC-8 during 

PEMT A and B.  

 

Figure 5   Time series of three cloud-edge passes from PEMT-B where recent nucleation can be 

seen in the 3-4nm particle concentrations when measured sulfuric acid (+) approaches 

concentration needed for classical binary nucleation (line). 

 

Figure 6    a) Latitudinal nuclei concentrations (UCN, CN, RCN) for all experiments (GLOBE2, 

ACE-1, PEMT-A, PEMT-B) averaged over 1 degree latitude bands.  Standard dviations 

have been left off for clarity but were typically about a factor of 3 for any given latitude. 

b)  Similarly for RefRatio only with one standard deviation bars included. 

 

Figure 7   Color coded 5min average concentrations as a function of altitude and for (a) latitude 

and (b) longitude for all experiments.   Highest concentrations are found aloft and 

distributed over the equatorial zone of deep convection.  (see text for details) 

 

Figure 8   For clarity the regions shown in Fig. 6 as function of latitude are broken out into 

locations where low (0-500), medium (500-2000) and high 2,000-10,000) CN 

concentrations were measured.  Note high concentrations near 45S from ACE occur at 
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about half the altitude of similar tropical concentrations and tend to mix to the surface in 

post frontal activity. 

 

Figure 9. Vertical profiles of UCN data (@ STP) from Figure 6 averaged for latitude bands 

70S-20S, 20S-20N and 20N-70N.  Positive standard deviations only are indicated for 

clarity.  Average aerosol concentrations increase with altitude at all latitudes by about an 

order of magnitude by about 10km but equatorial concentrations aloft arte the highest. 

 

Figure 10.   Vertical profiles of UCN for equatorial profiles on PEMT-A, PEMT-B and mid 

latitude date from ACE-1  field missions plotted as a function of ambient temerature 

instead of altitude.  This reveals similarities in temperature dependence of the nucleation 

process in spite of large differences in actual altitudes evident in Fig. 5. 

 

Figure 11.   Vertical profiles of DMA number size distributions from 6 PEMT-B equatorial 

profiles between 20S and 20N showing high concentration of CN and recently formed 

small nuclei aloft that appear larger at lower altitudes and develop bimodal features in the 

cloud processed MBL. 

 

Figure 12. Plot of UCN vs. DMA-OPC surface area and color coded by RefRatio.  Two 

aerosol regimes are indicated (clean vs. continental).  The RefRatio value of 0.2 appears 

to serve well to identify them and forms the basis for using this value in this paper. 
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Figure 13  a) Plot of all light scattering data from PEMT-A and B for values of RefRatio above 

0.2 (clean) and below 0.2 (continental influence).   

b) averaged vertical profiles of same for both PEMT-A and PMT-B showing postive 

standard deviation only for clarity.  About one order of magnitude separates clean and 

continental cases. 

 

Figure 14.  Vertical profiles number, surface area and volume integrated from aerosol size 

distribution data and coded with RefRatio to reveal typical range “clean” and “perturbed” 

aerosol measured over the Pacific on PEMT-A and PEMT-B. High RefRatio generally 

indicates continental pollution plumes (soot & dust). (see text) 


